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Commonweal!!

The joint committee on Manufactures, in compliance with the
following order:
“ Ordered, That the joint committee on Manufactures investi-

gate the quality of illuminating gas manufactured in the city of
Boston, and the method of distribution, and to report whether the
numerous fatalities which have recently occurred result from the
cheap quality of the gas or defects in the methods of distribution;
also what steps can be taken for diminishing the number of
such accidents. Said committee shall report to the House or
Senate on or before the first Wednesday in March, stating the
result of their investigation and their recommendations. And if
they recommend any legislation they shall accompany their report
with drafts of bills adapted to
effect,” report as follows :

carry their recommendations into

investigation in accordance with
same time has had under con-

The committee has made an
the foregoing order, and at th
sideration House Bill No. 31 4, relating to the licensing of
gas fitters and the supervision of the business of gas fitting
in the city of Boston, and also House Bill No. 237, relat-
ing to the manufacture of gas, the latter being a bill to limit
to ten per cent, the amount of carbonic oxide in gas. The
committee gave several hearings under the order, all of which
were widely advertised. In addition to this the committee made,
at the expense of the Commonwealth, a personal inspection of the
principal gas manufacturing plants, both old and new, in the city
of Boston, and by virtue of the special authority granted to it by
the Legislature, to send for persons and papers, the committee
also heard the testimony of the members of the Board of Gas and
Electric Light Commissioners, the chairman of the State Board of
Health, the chairman of the Boston Board of Health, and varipus
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other persons who were reported to have special knowledge of the
subject under consideration. Notwithstanding the publicity given
to the hearing, almost no one appeared before the committee to
show public interest in the matter.

In view of the number of fatalities which have occurred recently,
attributable wholly or partly to illuminating gas, the committee
deemed the subject of the utmost importance, and one requiring
the most careful study. Accordingly, the committee took all the
time allowed by the order, and submits herewith the result of its
investigation.

In accordance with the wishes of those presenting the order,
the committee made a special investigation of the so-called water
illuminating gas used in Boston.

First: In regard to the “ quality of illuminating gas manufact-
ured in the city of Boston.”

The committee finds that at the present time the gas supplied
by the Jamaica Plain Gas Light Company to the Jamaica Plain
district, and by the East Boston Gas Light Company to the East
Boston district of Boston is the ordinary coal gas, that supplied
by the Charlestown Gas Light Company to the Charlestown dis-
trict is a mixed coal and water gas and that supplied to the rest of
the city of Boston by the Boston Gas Light Company, the Brook-
line Gas Light Company, the Koxbury Gas Light Company, the
Dorchester Gas Light Company, the South Boston Gas Light
Company and the Bay State Gas Light Company is a carburetted
water gas.

From the reports of the Board of Gas and Electric Light Com-
missioners and the State Inspector of Gas Meters and Illuminating
Gas, it appears that this water gas is the same in composition as
the best quality of gas supplied to all the largest cities in the
United States, such as New York, Brooklyn, Chicago, Phila-
delpha, Baltimore, Washington, etc. It appears that in the United
States at the beginning of the present year there were 418 gas
companies manufacturing coal gas, 116 gas companies manufact-
uring a mixed coal and water gas and 296 gas companies manu-
facturing only water gas, and that of the total 60,000 million
cubic feet of gas made last year 70 per cent., or 42,000 million
cubic feet was water gas, and that water gas is used by each of
the seven cities of the country containing over 400,000 inhabitants,
and by all but one of the twenty-one cities of more than 100,000
and less than 400,000 inhabitants, and by all but six of the
thirty cities of more than 50,000 and less than 100,000 inhab-
itants ; and that the aggregate population of these fifty-eight
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cities is 11,720,782, the population of the seven cities which do
not use water gas being only 689,655 ; so that 94 per cent, of the
aggregate population of the cities of the United States of over
50,000 inhabitants is supplied with water gas.

And it also appears that the ratio of water gas to coal gas is
constantly increasing throughout the country, and that even in
London, Liverpool and other cities of Europe, where coal is
especially cheap and oil is scarce, water gas is supplanting coal
gas, and that the reason for this almost universal change is that
water gas is of much greater value than coal gas for all purposes
for which it is used, namely, both for illuminating and for heat-
ing, inasmuch as water gas has a higher candle power and more
heat units than coal gas, volume for volume. For example, it
appears by page 13 of the last annual report of the Massachusetts
State Inspector of Gas Meter
to the Legislature Jan. 30, 1
Newton Gas Light Company,
17.2, while the candle power o:

and Illuminating (Las, submitted
97, that the candle power of the
which makes only coal gas, was
the gas of the Boston Gas Light

Company, which makes only a water gas, was 25.7 ; i.e., that the
candle power, or illuminating force, of the Boston gas was 49 per
cent, greater than the gas of the Newton Gas Company, and
similarly that the Newton gas had 655.2 heat units, whereas the
Boston gas had 739.7; or, in other words, that the Boston
had a relative value for heating 13 per cent, greater than the
Newton gas

The demand for the best quality of gas is growing everywhere
stronger each year, and the consumers of gas are not satisfied
with the old-style coal gas. An illustration of this is shown by
the fact that in 1893 the city of Boston made a contract with the
Brookline Gas Light Company, in which the city required that
the gas supplied by this company to the city should be not lesi
than 25 candle power, and under the terms of this contract this
company is bound perpetually to supply gas of that quality to tin
city as long as the city demands it.

By testimony presented before the Committee it was conclusively
shown that the carburetted water gas supplied in Boston at the
present time is, both in its illuminating and heating power, very
much superior to coal gas, and that its manufacture represents
the very highest attainment from a scientific and commercial
itandpoint that is known in any part of the world, and the Com

mittee therefore find that the quality of the illuminating ga
manufactured in Boston is of the best.

Second : As to the “ Method of Distribution
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The Committee understands that the term “ method of distribu-
tion ” as used in the order means the distributing system of the
gas companies supplying gas, which includes the gas holders, the
main street pipes, the house service pipes and the house meters.
The Committee finds that the method of distribution of the gas
through the holders, mains, services and meters is the same that
has been used in Boston for many years and that these companies
have adopted all the modern improvements in this part of their
business ; such, for example, as the valve system upon all the
street mains, and the thorough inspection of the gas companies’
pipes, meters, etc.; and that a large sum of money is annually
spent by the companies in maintaining a special department for
preserving in its best physical condition their entire distributing
system. No suggestion was made to the Committee as to any way
in which this system could be improved.

Third: As to whether “ The Numerous Fatalities Result from
the Cheap Quality of the Gas.”

It appears from the evidence and the inspection of the plants
supplying the carburretted water gas in Boston that these com-
panies are equipped with the best and most approved apparatus
known for the manufacture of that gas. Nothing appears to in-
dicate any disposition on the part of these companies to in any
way cheapen the quality of the gas in the direction of supplying
an inferior carburetted water gas, and the Committee is therefore
unable to see that this gas is cheap in quality nor to see that these
fatalities have been caused by any such cheapness.

Fourth : As to whether ‘ ‘ The NumerousFatalities Have Resulted
from Defects in the Method of Distribution.”

As stated above, the methods of distribution in use in Boston
are the usual ones of the best gas companies throughout the coun-
try, and seem to the Committee to be all that can be furnished.

An examination of the fatalities which have happened in Boston
during the past four years shows that but a mere fraction of these
cases has been caused by anything connected with the system or
method of distribution, and that practically the few cases which
have happened have been caused by operations beyond the control
of the gas companies, such as the construction of sewers and the
settling of the ground containing the gas pipes, etc., and no case
has been disclosed to the Committee which could have been pre-
vented by the gas companies. Therefore, the Committee finds
that these fatalities have not resulted from any defects in the
method of distribution now in use in Boston.
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Fifth. As to “ What Steps Can be Taken for Diminishing the
Number of Such Accidents.”

The Committee has felt that it was its duty to go farther than
was perhaps called for or necessary under the exact wording of the
order, and has therefore very fully considered the whole question
of these fatalities and the causes which brought them about, and
especially the question of their relation to the manufacture and
distribution of carburetted water gas.

This order is so far reaching in its scope that no consideration
of the subject which does not embrace a full examination of its
various phases, and which does not include its economic as well as its
humanitarian aspects, can be regarded as in any degree exhaustive
or leading to practical and safe conclusions. It is not the purpose
of this report to enumerate the voluminous data which have in
various forms been presented to the committee, nor to trace lire
successive steps by which certain conclusions have been reached.
The statistics show that the number of deaths which may be
attributable to illuminating gas has largely increased since 1890,
and that there was a material increase in the number in the year
1896, but various suggestions were made as to the real cause of
this increase.

The inquiry developed beyond question that the casualties for
which the investigation was ordered were directly caused by the
inhalation of illuminating gas, and not by its use for the purposes
for which it was made, and the immediate question presented for
the consideration of the committee was therefore whether or not a
remedy for the occurrence of these fatalities should be sought in
the prohibition of the manufacture and sale of the so-called water
gas.

That this gas is dangerous to human life when inhaled for a
considerable period of time, and that fatal results have frequently
followed from such inhalation, is admitted, though there is wide-
spread disagreement as to the particular circumstances in many
of the cases, as, for example, it is very difficult in many cases to
determine whether a particular death was due to suicide or to acci-
dent. That this gas is also more noxious than coal gas, volume
for volume, when inhaled, is also conceded, but it was demonstrated
that the menace to life is entirely in degree. Reliable statistics of
accidents from the gas were in evidence to show that prolonged
inhalation of either coal or water gas will produce asphyxiation.

Much evidence was submitted as regards carbonic oxide in illu-
minating gas. Scientific research has thus far found no substitute
for carbonic oxide that will meet commercial demands, and from
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the gas manufacturers’ point of view, in the search for an illumi-
nant of the highest candle power at the minimum cost of produc-
tion, this component was shown to be an absolutely indispensable,
and the most important factor. It appears that the proportion of
this gas in what is called coal gas is normally not over 8 per cent.,
and that in the carburetted water gas it is normally not over 25 per
cent., and the opponents of water gas contend that by reason of the
larger proportion of carbonic oxide in water gas it is necessarily
more dangerous. The conditions under which many of these acci-
dents have occurred have been such that the Committee believes
the results would probably have been iuevitiable if coal gas had
been used, and the Act of 1890 repealing the prohibition of gas
containing more than 10 per cent, of carbonic oxide had never
been passed.

So also it is true that most of these fatalities have occurred in
the poorer sections of the city, and largely in the cheaper class
of lodging houses and hotels, and a detailed examination of these
fatalities shows that in almost every ease the fatal result was due,
in the language of one of the Gas Commissioners, “ to suicide,
drunkenness, carelessness or ignorance.” The number of deaths
which have occurred in Boston which have been attributed to gas
are as follows :

In 1893,
1894,

189.

1896 43

The Committee finds that water gas was in use during all of
these years. It also finds that the use of gas during these years

ed to an extent not fully under-
rated by the Committee when

in Boston has increased and chang
stood by the public, and not appn
they undertook the investigation
report for the year ending June
gas of the water gas companiei

By the Gas Commissioners’
10, 1893, the entire outputs of
in Boston, as named above,

amounted to 1,655,085,200 cubic feet, ami for the year ending
June 80, 1896, the outputs of these same companies amounted to
2,371,416,000 cubic feet, an increase of 43.28 per cent. But the
mere statement of this increase, whether in cubic feet or percent-
ages, does not at all indicate the change which has been taking
place in the city of Boston in the use of gas. The reports of the
Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners show that the use
of electricity has increased heavily contemporaneously with the
increase in the use of this gas, although during this period there
has not been any great increase in the population of the city.
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These figures show that the increased use of gas per capita has
been far beyond the increase in population. This is due to two
causes ; first, to the great decrease in the price of gas, which took
place in the early part of 1893, when the price of gas was reduced
from $1.50 and $1.30 per thousand cubic feet to $l.OO, the effect
of which reduction has been continuously felt during these three
years; and second, the great increase in the use of gas for heating
purposes, due to the enormous quantities of gas cooking stove
and radiators supplied, or loaned, by these gas companies durin
this time, a new departure having been made in this direction on
June 1, 1894, since which time these gas companies have supplied
over 50,000 of these gas stoves without cost to the consumer
whereas previous to that time none of these companies had supplied
a single one of these stoves

As a result of this reduction in price and this widespread intrO'
duction of gas appliances, it is certain that thousands of people
who were not in the habit of using gas previous to 1893 are now
using it for either illuminating or heating purposes, or both. An
examination of this increase in the use of electricity and gas
shows that the increase in the use of electricity has been among
the wealthier class of people and the increase in the use of gas
among the poorer people, and this change among the users of gas
is shown in certain sections of the city to a marked degree : in
some cases streets which had shown a decrease previous to the
year 1893 in the number of consumers, having had the number
trebled in the three years from May 1, 1893, to May 1, 18
The committee believes that in the course of time these new users
of gas will become more familiar with the proper method of hand-
ling it, and that fewr er fatalities will result.

It is obvious from detailed reports of these fatalities that even
the most ordinary care would have prevented such a result in mos
instances, and manifestly if the sole object of this inquiry had
been to prevent the possibility of illuminating gas being used as a
medium for a deliberate self-destruction, the only certain remedy
would be the entire prohibition of the manufacture and sale of
any form of illuminating gas

It is a matter of common knowledge also that the past thre
years have been years of serious business and financial depression,
affecting all classes of people, and that the number of suicid
has largely increased during this period, and an examination of
the fatalities considered by the committee shows that a very lar
proportion of these fatalities were clearly suicides, and the co:
mittee believes that in addition to the cases which are admitted to
be suicidal, a large number of others which are deemed accidental
Would be classed as suicidal if the real facts were known
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Provided it could be satisfactorily demonstrated that the substi-
tution of coal gas for water gas, while not preventing fatalities,
might to a large extent lessen them, it would be certainly wise to
consider the abolition of water gas and what effect it would have
upon the great mass of people who are using it to-day, and
whether legislation looking toward the abolition of water gas
should be adopted. Those opposed to carburetted water gas tes-
tify that no percentage of carbonic oxide beyond ten per cent, is
safe. This limit, if accepted, would re-enact the old statute limit,
and its result would be to restore the old conditions which pre-
vented the manufacture of water gas. The committee finds that
this would doubtless increase the cost of gas to all consumers, and
not only would the cost per thousand cubic feet be increased, but
for the increased amount of money per thousand, the consumer
would obtain less results, and as the use of gas has increased enor-
mously since coal gas ceased to be made in Boston, the hardship
imposed upon the great mass of gas consumers would be extreme.

The examination of the gas manufacturing plants of Boston
shows the Committee not only that these companies could not for a
long period of time, even after the expenditure of vast suras of
money, manufacture coal gas in sufficient quantities to supply the
city, but also that the people of Boston would not again willingly
tolerate within the limits of the city the erection of large coal gas
plants.

While fully recognizing that the safety and rights of the people
should have the priority in determining questions of public policy,
a proper regard for invested capital must also be considered. In
this connection it may not be improper to say that as a result of
the very exhaustive hearings on the gas question in 1881-5, legisla-
tion followed that abrogated the 10 per cent, limit law and per-
mitted these companies to manufacture water gas. Their plants
■were remodelled and fitted with special apparatus and the whole
system of manufacture revolutionized, and they were justified in
expecting, if the enactments of the Legislature on this subject were
the results of intelligent and thorough consideration, that their
business was legally and permanently established. The Committee
believes that an element in this matter, which is of greater import-
ance to the public than even this, is the fact that by the increased
cost of coal gas which would take the place of the water gas, a

large proportion of the people would not be able to continue the
use of this gas for illuminating and heating purposes after it has
become to them one of the necessaries of life.

The Committee believes that the people of Boston are not only
getting the best quality of light at minimum price, but that they
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are annually making a vast saving in money by reason of the
change which has been made from coal gas to water gas, and we
believe also that the public as a whole are reasonably satisfied
with the present service, and that they would not willingly return
to a gas of a lower candle power for the uncertain possibility they
might have in preventing fatalities.

The legislation, which has hitherto had to deal with great forces
in their relation to the enterprises and requirements of civiliza-
tion, has not been directed to the impairment of the strength and
energy of these forces, which in most cases are dangerous or
destructive when misapplied, nor to a prohibition of the essential
attributes which render them useful and necessary factors when
properly controlled. It has, on the contrary, sought to impose
such intelligent regulations and restrictions upon the distribution
and use of these forces as would reasonably safeguard life and
property without diminishing their power and utility.

Fire, water, steam and electricity are mighty forces and neces-
sities, dangerous and destructive in the extreme when given free
vent, and yet most useful and indispensable agents and servants
when properly controlled.

No deliberative body would for a moment seriously consider the
prohibiting of the generation of any of these forces, or attempt to
change their essential characteristics. The Committee cannot
therefore recommend any legislation in the direction of limiting
the per cent, of carbonic oxide in illuminating gas.

But the Committee believes that the changed conditions of the
use of gas during the past few years requires the same sort of ac-
tion that finally followed the general introduction of sanitary and
plumbing appliances, steam boilers and electric wires, and that
there should be the same regulation and inspection of the work
done on gas pipes and fixtures within houses that is now given to
plumbing; and, therefore, the Committee has reported favorably
upon House Bill No. 324, providing for the licensing of gas
fitters and the inspection of gas fitting, after making such changes
therein as it deemed necessary after this investigation.

Certain automatic devices and electrical appliances for attach-
ment to gas fixtures, and intended to give immediate warning of
the escape of unlighted gas from burners, were exhibited and oper-
ated before the Committee. These appliances appeared to possess
merit, were inexpensive, and commended by gas experts. It is
probable that a further study of this subject will suggest other,
and, possibly, still better safeguards, which, if put in general use,
will in the opinion of the Committee go far toward preventing the
possibility of accidents from inhaling gas.
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House Bill No. 713, which provides for the examination and
testing of devices of this sort by the Board of Gas and Electric
Light Commissioners, and the recommendation of such as they
may find to be of practical value and reliability, has been consid-
ered by the Committee and favorably reported.

If legislation should follow substantially enacting the provisions
of these two bills (House, Nos. 324 and 713) the Committee be-
lieves that it will result not merely in remedying existing defects
and giving warnings of danger, but also in educating the people
using gas so that hereafter greater care will be exercised, and that
thus a decrease in the accidents from this source will result.

WILLIAM E. SKILLINGS.
CHARLES E. FOLSOM.
MARTIN M. LOMASNEY.
HARVEY L. BOUTWELL.
ZADOC L. WHITE.
EDWARD H. HARDING.
MANASSAH E. BRADLEY.

March 3, V
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The undersigned members of the Committee on Manufactures
respectfully submit their report upon an order of the Senate and
House of Representatives, of which order the following is a copy :

“ Ordered, That the Joint Committee on Manufactures investigate
the quality of illuminating gas manufactured in the city of Boston,
and the method of distribution, and report whether the numerous
fatalities which have recently occurred result from the cheap
quality of the gas or defects in the methods of distribution ; also
what steps can be taken for diminishing the number of such acci-
dents. Said committee shall report to the Mouse or Senate on or

before the first Wednesday in March, staling the result of their in-
vestigation and their recommendations. And if they recommend
any legislation, they shall accompany their report with drafts of
bills adapted to carry their recommendations into effect.”

Analysis of Order.

As we understand the order we are required to investigate first,
the quality of illuminating gas manufactured in Boston, and sec-
ond, the methods of distribution of such gas. We are required to
report whether the recent fatalities by gas in Boston resulted from
the quality of the gas, or from defects in the methods of distribu-
tion. And lastly, we are required to recommend legislation to
diminish the number of such accidents in Boston. In investigat-
ing the quality of gas manufactured in Boston, we have paid
special attention to its effect, when inhaled, upon human life.
Methods of distribution have also been examinad, chiefly for the

ifects in or accidents to pipes,
iponsible for recent deaths by
en limited to the condition of

s were given, extending over a

purpose of ascertaining how far d<
fittings and fixtures have been re;

asphyxiation. Our inquiry has be
things in Boston. Several hearing

period of about three weeks, and a considerable number of wit-
nesses testified before the Committee.

Importance of the Questions Involved.
We approached the consideration of the questions submitted to

us with a full sense of the great responsibility resting upon us.
On the one hand, we had to deal with the most serious question
which can come before any man, or body of men, the question
of the protection of human life. On the other hand, we felt it to
be our duty to consider the existing requirements of gas by the

MINORITY REPORT.
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people of Boston, and the existing means of supplying the amount
required ; and to weigh carefully the rights of capital invested in
large sums in the manufacture and distribution of gas in the city
of Boston. Further, we were forced to consider the wisdom of an
act of a preceding Legislature, a matter always delicate and diffi-
cult of treatment. And lastly, we considered this subject with
more care and with a deeper sense of responsibility, because the
Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners did not, in their
recent report to the House of Representatives, recommend any
legislation as a remedy for the large number of fatalities caused
by the inhalation of gas.

Quality and Kinds of Gas.
In regard to the quality of illuminating gas manufactured in

Boston, we find that water gas is used in the larger part of the
city 7, including most of the thickly settled portions. Coal gas is
used in some parts of the city. Water gas, as well as coal gas, is
a mixture of several gases. The composition of any kind of gas
varies somewhat from time to time. These variations are usually
within such narrow limits that the expressions water gas and coal
gas stand for fairly definite substances or mixtures. By water gas
we mean commercial or carburetted water gas, that kind of water
gas which is used for illuminating purposes. Coal gas and water
gas have been analized many times, and their respective constitu-
ents are well known. It is, therefore, unnecessary to give analyses
in this report. “ The only really poisonous substance which is
present in any considerable proportions in either gas, is carbonic
oxide.” Water gas contains usually twenty-five to thirty per cent,
of carbonic oxide, while coal gas contains usually six to eight per
cent, of carbonic oxide, as manufactured in Boston. As to the
quantity and quality of light given by water gas, as manufactured
in Boston, in comparison with that given by coal gas, the evidence
shows that water gas has a higher candle power than coal gas.
But it does not follow necessarily that water gas affords the better
light, and the witnesses who testified before the Committee differed
in opinion on the question whether water gas or coal gas on the
whole gives the better light.

Methods of Distribution.

In regard to the methods of distribution of gas in Boston, we
find that the companies which manufacture water gas exexcise
great care in regard to the laying of pipes and the repairing
of leaks, and in general, work systematically, intelligently and
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promptly to prevent accidents and to repair damages. We heard
no evidence that the methods of distribution employed by coal gas
companies are not good. A very small proportion of the fatal
accidents have been due to defective fixtures and improperly
jointed or worn-out pipes in buildings ; but for defects of this
nature the gas companies are not to blame.

Cause of Recent Fatalities
Required, as we are, to report whether the recent fatalities by

gas in Boston resulted from the quality of the gas or from defects in
the methods of distribution, we can make but one answer. Those
fatalities resulted mainly from the kind of gas ; that gas was
water gas ; had. coal gas been used most of those fatalities would
not have occurred.

Water Gas and Coal Gas Compared.

Whatever differences of opinion may exist among medical ex-
perts as to the precise manner in which water gas and coal gas,
when inhaled, affect the human system, there can be no doubt that
water gas is far more dangerous to human life than is coal gas.
No man could have listened to the evidence presented to the Com-
mittee without becoming convinced that water gas, as manufact-
ured and distributed in Boston to-day, is exceedingly dangerous
to human life. Water gas contains about four times as much
carbonic oxide as coal gas contains. Water gas is more than four
times as dangerous to human life as coal gas. It is well settled
that the danger resulting from the inhalation of gas increases in
more than a direct ratio to the amount of carbonic oxide in the gas.

Opinion of Experts.

Under the direction of the State Board of Health, Lunacy and
Charity, Professors William T. Sedgwick and William Ripley
Nichols of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology conducted a
series of experiments about twelve years ago to determine the
relative poisonous effects of coal and water gas. Their report,
with a detailed account of the experiments upon dogs, cats,
rabbits, pigeons and guinea pigs, may be found in the Supple-
ment to the Sixth Annual Report of the State Board of Health,
Lunacy and Charity for 1884. Their experiments made it clear
that water gas will kill the lower animals, and by inference, human
beings, under circumstances where coal gas will have compara-
tively small effect. The gentlemen who conducted these experi-
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meats express in their report their “ complete surprise” at “the
celerity with which the animals succumbed ” when exposed to
water gas. “The difficulty of killing animals with coal gas in
fair-sized rooms” led them to anticipate “a similar experience
with water gas.” “But,” they say, “ a single experiment showed
conclusively that we were dealing with something physiologically
very different.” Further, they say, “ With coal gas it is a matter
of some difficulty to get into an ordinary apartment through the
ordinary burners, gas enough to produce upon healthy animals
distinctly poisonous effects. With water gas, on the contrary, it
is comparatively easy to get into an ordinary apartment, through
the ordinary burners, gas enough to produce poisonous and even
fatal effects.” They state that their opinion “is decidedly averse
to the general distribution of the so-called water gas.” This
opinion, expressed in 1885, was shared by a large number of dis-
interested experts. Professor Sedgwick, before the Committee a
few days ago, said, “The State Board of Health practically in-
formed the Legislature and the people of .Massachusetts that if
they introduced water gas they would have more fatalities, * * *

and all has happened that we predicted would happen, and I don’t
know that anything has happened that we did not predict would
happen.” The testimony given before the Committee this year by
Professor Charles L. Jackson of Harvard College, Medical Exam-
iner Draper, Dr. Samuel W. Abbott of the State Board of Health,
and Dr. Samuel H. Durgin, is all substantially to the effect that
water gas, as manufactured in Boston, is so dangerous to human
life that its use ought never to have been permitted by law.

Facts and Statistics.
Even if one is disposed to weigh lightly the opinion of disinter-

ested experts, he cannot doubt the fact that deaths by gas have
increased in an enormous ratio since water gas was introduced
into Boston. The statistics of deaths by inhalation of illuminat-
ing gas in the Southern District of Suffolk County from 1877 to
Feb. 1, 1897, were put in evidence. This district includes con-
siderably more than one-half of the population of the city of
Boston. Eliminating suicides altogether, and dealing only with
cases of accidental death, we find that in the fifteen coal gas years,
1877 to 1891, ten persons were killed by gas in that district; while
in the single month of January, 1897, nine persons were killed by
gas. In other words, in a single month under water gas only one
less person was killed than in one hundred and eighty mouths of
coal gas. Again, in 1896, twenty-four persons were killed by gas
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in this district, which, compared with the average deaths in the
fifteen coal gas years, shows an increased death rate of 3,600 per
cent. It is true that gas is used to-day to a much greater extent
and by more ignorant people than in the coal gas years. It is true
also that January, 1897, being a winter month, is not an average
month, and that 1896 is not an average water gas year so far as
fatalities go. But if one makes all possible allowance for the
increased use, and takes the average death rate for the years of
water gas, he will find a tremendous and most alarming increase
in the percentage of accidental deaths from gas. The possibility
of wholesale destruction of life by water gas is well shown by the
following extract from the Twelfth Annual Report of the Board
of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners. This is the first of
their long list of fatal accidents from gas during 1896.
“ On the night of January 15 gas from a leak in a main on East

Canton street, Boston, entered the entire block of houses on each
side of the street, occupied by about one hundred persons. When
found, Hattie May McSwain; eighteen months of age, daughter
of Alexander McSwain of 89 East Canton street, was dead, three
aged women were in a precarious condition and twenty-one others
were partially asphyxiated. The discovery of the leak was made
by John I. Dixon, a tenant of 88 East Canton street, at 2 a.m.
He found his wife and baby unconscious and two other persons in
his house were very much overcome. At 89 East Canton street,
Hotel Lawrence, the janitor aroused over forty persons who were
overcome by gas, and at number 90, many others.

Suicides.
Suicides by the inhalation of gas have increased in a marked

degree since water gas was introduced. Probably this is largely
due to the fact that water gas produces death more quickly and
with less difficulty than coal gas. The hard times following the
panic of 1893 may account for some increase in suicides, but it is
worthy of remark that in the Southern District of Suffolk County
there were more suicides by gas in 1892, when times were good,
than in any year since. We have endeavored to eliminate, so far
as possible, the suicide element and. deal with accidental deaths
only. We do not think that gas should be condemned any more
than water because some unfortunates use it as a means of self-
destruction.

Effect on Health.
While we were not ordered to investigate the effect of gas, as

manufactured in Boston, upon the health of persons exposed to it,
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except in cases of death by gas, we heard incidentally some
testimony as to its effects upon individuals who survived after
exposure. We deem it our duty to state our opinion that a con-
siderable amount of sickness and suffering is caused by water gas
in cases which do not prove fatal, and that most of this sickness
and suffering would not result from a like exposure to coal gas.
We are unable to state to what extent the ill effects of exposure
to water gas are temporary, and to what extent permanent. Sev-
eral pages of the last report of the Board of Gas and Electric
Light Commissioners are required for a very brief mention of the
large number of accidents from gas in Boston, other than fatal
accidents.

People who are Killed
Without doubt more than one-half of the people who lose their

lives by inhaling water gas, suicides excepted, are careless, igno-
rant or intoxicated. But the fact that they are depraved, or
ignorant, or careless does not relieve the community of its re-
sponsibility. And if it did, the community would not be relieved
of responsibility for the other class of cases, where men, women
and helpless children have given up their lives, victims to water
gas, through no ignorance, or carelessness, or viciousness of their
own. Human life is the most sacred thing with which legislators
have to deal. The helpless, ignorant, careless, even the vicious,
need and deserve the protection afforded by wise laws of the
Commonwealth. And it has ever been the policy of Massachu-
setts to afford such protection.

Present Conditions
We proceed to a consideration of the gas requirements of the

city of Boston, and the existing means of satisfying those require-
ments. The people of Boston consumed daily during the past
year a large quantity of water gas and a considerable quantity of
coal gas. The consumption of gas will probably increase rather
than diminish in the future. The existing coal gas plants in Bos-
ton are wholly inadequate to furnish the supply of gas required by
the entire city. A careful consideration of the matter and a per-
sonal examination of many of the plants have convinced us that it
would be difficult to supplant the existing water gas machinery
with coal gas machinery of a capacity sufficient to supply the
present demand. To change water gas plants to coal gas plants,
and to erect the new coal gas plants necessary to furnish a suffi-
cient supply of coal gas, would require a considerable amount of
time. An immediate and complete prohibition of the manufacture
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of water gas in Boston seems, therefore, to be, as a practical mat-
ter, an impossibility.

Investments in Water Gas Manufacturing.

We do not wish to overlook the rights of capital honestly in-
vested in the manufacture of water gas in the city of Boston. The
Legislature of 1890 struck out of the Public Statutes the clause
which prohibited the manufacture of gas containing more than ten
per cent, of carbonic oxide, and thereby permitted the manufacture
of water gas. Considerable sums have been invested in the manu-
facture of that gas. No othes State prohibits the manufacture of
that gas. On the other hand, four Massachusetts Legislatures be-
fore 1890 recorded themselves against allowing the manufacture
and distribution of water gas ; and ample warning of the deadly
nature of water gas was given by hundreds of scientific and pro-
fessional men. We are required to recommend legislation which
will diminish the number of fatalities by gas in Boston. We do
not wish to destroy the value of property if it can be avoided ; but
we must consider human life and the public health as more impor-
tant than property rights. Further, a large and modern coal gas
plant is lying unused and idle in Boston to-day. Some one bears
the burden of interest on the capital invested in that plant, and it
can be no great hardship to pass legislation which shall in effect
compel its operation. It is possible that in the near future coal
gas may become cheaper to manufacture than water gas, in which
event a conversion of water gas into coal gas works would not be a
great hardship. It is possible that the burden of loss would be
shifted largely from the companies to the consumers through the
medium of the price of gas. It is possible that some other way
may be found to lighten the burden upon the gas companies if the
amount of carbonic oxide in water gas is radically reduced.

Inspection of Fittings

It is contended in some quarters that the recent fatalities by gas
are in the nature of an epidemic and are due in part to defects in
fixtures and piping, and to a lack of education in the use of water
gas. It is further asserted that careful inspection of fixtures and
piping and the use of improved fixtures will, in a large degree,
obviate these serious troubles. Time alone "will prove to what
extent these assertions are well founded. It is worthy of remark
that much of the water gas manufactured in Boston to-day is
used for fuel purposes and for public lighting. Passing through
mains and pipes which may break, it is a menace to public life,
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which no improvement in fixtures will remove. Considerable
evidence was introduced in favor of a bill, referred to the Com-
mittee, requiring the licensing of gas fitters and the inspection of
gas piping and fixtures. This bill may accomplish something in
the way of diminishing the number of fatalities by gas.

We do not object seriously to this bill, but we wish it distinctly
understood that we do not believe that the passage of this bill
will work any great benefit, and we fear that it may only serve to
quiet public opinion for a short time without affording permanent
relief.

Further, under the rules of the Legislature, as we are a minority
of the Committee, we have no right to accompany our report with
a bill. The only way in which we can bring before the Legis-
lature in the ordinary course, the bill which we favor, is by moving
to substitute such bill for the bill or bills reported by the majority
of the Committee, or by moving to amend the bill or bills reported
by the majority of the Committee. We, therefore, reserve out-
right to dissent from all bills reported by the majority of the
Committee.

Fixture Appliances

Evidence was also introduced in favor of a bill requiring on gas
fixtures in hotels and lodging houses automatic appliances which
should either shut off the gas or give an alarm when unlighted gas
is escaping. We are not prepared to pass upon the merits of any
appliances of this sort. Some good may result from the passage
of this bill. Neither of these bills, however, strikes at the root of
the evil.

The Real Evil.
The great increase in the death rate by gas in 1896, continuing

to the present time, may be a temporary rather than a permanent
increase. On the other hand, it is entirely possible that the future
may bring a still larger number of deaths by asphyxiation, and
many intelligent observers believe that this is likely to be the
result. Whether deaths by water gas in Boston decrease or in-
crease in the immediate future, we have no desire to present a report
which will quiet public opinion by mildly considering trifling de-
fects in the existing system. We believe that the root of the evil
is water gas. We strike at that root. If we accomplish nothing
more, we at least shall have called the attention of the members
of the General Court to the dangers arising from the use of water
gas. Through the press, public opinion may be aroused, and some
real remedy by legislation or invention may be secured, if not this
year, then at some later day.
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Recommendations.
islation which shall take intoIt is difficult to recommend le

account existing conditions in the field and at the same t
afford a radical remedy for fataliti sby gas. It was far easier in
1890 to prevent the mistake of all •wing the manufacture of w
gas than in 1897 to correct that mistake. As we have pointed
out, an immediate prohibition of water gas in Boston is a pr
impossibility. We believe, however, that there are two remedies
either of which may be put in operation very soon after t
passage of a bill, and either of which will materially diminish the
number of fatalities by gas. It is feasible to so operate existing
coal gas plants in Boston that there will be produced a much
larger quantity of coal gas than is produced at present. That in-
creased supply of coal gas may be used in either of two ways

First. It may be mixed with water gas in such a manner
the proportion of carbonic oxide will be reduced to at
per cent. An act prohibiting the manufacture of
more than 16 per cent, of carbonic oxide would result probably in
the manufacture of a mixed coal and water gas. Such a gas
would be by no means free from danger, but it would be f
safer than the present water gas. Unquestionably if a mixed
gas were manufactured there would be a considerably smaller
number of gas fatalities than if the present water gas were used.
Reducing the percentage of carbonic oxide diminishes the dang

ratio of the reduction.
Second. The increased supply of coal gas, instead

•pinion, be distributed throughmixed with water gas, may, in our
existing mains in some of the ter nent-house and k
districts, now supplied with water
quently occur. A change from wat

s, where accidents most fre
;as to coal gas in such district

and the furthwould, we think, save many live
will be saved. Either of thecarried the more the lives which
;d out on a large scale, or bothremedies suggested may be car

ame time on a moderate scalemay be put ir •u at
But it is clear that both these re medies cannot be carried out at
the same time on a large scale.

The increased supply of coal gas must either be mixed with
water gas or distributed as unm ;d coal gas in some portions of

ration, we are in doubt whichthe city. After careful consid
remedy will save more lives, and on the whole the more feasible
The importance of the problem fr )m the standpoint of human lif

ty and difficulty, our desire toand property interests, its nov
afford the best possible remedy aur incomplete information upon
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the subject, and our determination to obtain all possible informa-
tion and asssistance in framing a bill, have convinced us that it is
best to ask the Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners
for information upon matters of fact and for an expression of
opinion. We therefore submit the following order:

Ordered, That the Board of Gas and Electric Light Commis-
sioners are requested to furnish to the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives information upon the points numbered 1,2, 3,4, and
a definite answer to the question numbered 5.

1. The present manufacturing capacity of the several coal gas
plants which distribute coal gas in Boston ; the quantity of coal
gas distributed in Boston in 1896 ; the parts of Boston in which
coal gas was distributed in 1896; the companies which supplied
coal gas in Boston in 1896 ; the value of the coal gas plants of
the several companies which supplied coal gas in Boston in 1896 ;

the approximate number of consumers of coal gas in Boston in
1896 ; the price or prices of coal gas distributed in Boston in 1896 ;

the number of accidental deaths in Boston in 1896 due to the in-
halation of coal gas; the number of accidents, other than fatal,
in Boston in 1896, reported to said Board, due to the inhalation of
coal gas.

2. The present manufacturing capacity of the several water
gas plants which distribute water gas in Boston ; the quantity of
water gas distributed in Boston in 1896 ; the parts of Boston
in which water gas was distributed in 1896 ; the companies which
supplied water gas in Boston in 1896; the value of the water
gas plants of the several companies which supplied water gas in
Boston in 1896 ; the approximate number of consumers of
water gas in Boston in 1896 ; the price or prices of water gas
distributed in Boston in 1896; the number of accidental deaths
in Boston in 1896 due to the inhalation of water gas ; the number
of accidents, other than fatal, in Boston in 1896, reported to said
Board, due to the inhalation of water gas.

3. The best method of using existing mains, now unused, if
any, and mains now used for the distribution of water gas, par-
ticularly in portions of the city where tenement houses and lodg-
ing houses are most numerous, for the distribution of coal gas
manufactured in existing coal gas plants; the approximate ex-
pense of the necessary connections and cut-offs and other work
required to use such mains for the distribution of coal gas ; the
smallest amount of water gas necessary to supply the city of
Boston if existing coal gas plants are operated to their full
capacity.

4. The opinion of said Board as to which of the methods out-
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lined in the report of the minority of the Committee on Manufact-
ures, under the head of “ Recommendations,” is the more feasible
and will result in greater protection to human life.

5. Whether the substitution of a mixed gas, containing not
over sixteen per cent, of carbonic oxide, in place of water gas,
may reasonably be expected to result in a considerable diminution
in fatalities by gas in Boston.

If this order is adopted, we believe the report of the Board will
assist materially in the preparation of a bill; and much information
bearing on the general subject of fatalities by gas in Boston will
be furnished in convenient form for the use of the members of the
Legislature.

The remedies we have outlined, though only partial, may be
put in operation at an early date. In addition, we recommend
legislation which shall prevent further investment in water gas
plants and machinery in Boston, and which will look to the
ultimate radical reduction of the percentage of carbonic oxide in
water gas distributed in Boston.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Jr.,
E. T. ROWELL,
F. E. HUNTRESS,
GEO. G. FREDERICK.
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